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Abstract
In this work we carried out the mathematical modeling of the wound healing process, which is a well documented topic in
medical and biological practice; but mathematically speaking there are still too much to be done for a clear understand-
ing of the healing phenomom. Here we contribute to the mathematical modelling by using chemical kinetic concepts
and mathematical tools, from which we have been able to formulate a system of ordinary differential equations of initial
value, whose solution is presented graphically in front of a case study, where we have tested an active pharmaceutical
principle with respect to its effectiveness. Finally, the speed of the healing process for such a case study produced an
excellent agreement with experimental data that has been omitted due to confidentiality.
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Resumen
En este trabajo llevamos a cabo el modelado matemático del proceso de curación de heridas, que es un tema bien do-
cumentado en la práctica médica y biológica; pero matemáticamente hablando, todavía hay mucho por hacer para una
comprensión clara del fenómeno curativo. Aquí contribuimos al modelado matemático mediante el uso de conceptos de
cinética química y herramientas matemáticas, a partir de los cuales hemos podido formular un sistema de ecuaciones
diferenciales ordinarias de valor inicial, cuya solución se presenta gráficamente frente a un estudio de caso, donde
hemos probado un principio farmacéuticamente activo con respecto a su eficacia. Finalmente, la velocidad del proceso
de curación para tal estudio de caso produjo un excelente acuerdo con los datos experimentales, que se han omitido
debido a la confidencialidad.

Palabras clave. Herida, curación, modelamiento matemático, principio farmacéuticamente active, mecanismo.

1. Introduction. The process of wound healing is a well documented issue in the medical and biological fields
[1, 3, 5, 13]. With respect to the mathematical field, despite the efforts of the last decade towards the mathematical
understanding and modeling of this field, there is still much to do. From the review of the literature, we can report some
interesting works related to mathematical modeling [3,4,6,7], which have been used as a framework to address our study.
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From the review of the literature on the process of wound healing, the four stages related to the healing process became
clear [12]. These stages were used to postulate the occurrence of a pseudo molecular mechanism during the healing
process, which was a key point for the formulation of the mathematical model. In addition, the formulated model was
solved assuming some initial values for the variables. The solution was carried out using Matlab and the results were
presented graphically, matching appropriately for the case study of an active pharmaceutical ingredient [10, 11].

2. Basic concept on the injury healing process. Before continuing with the application of the woung healing
product, let us briefly look at the stages of wound healing, where most medical doctors agree in considering the follow-
ing stages in a normal lineal healing process [2, 8, 9, 12], these being:

1. Hemostasis , which consists of clothing the injury through the rapid formation of platelets, thrombi and fibrin.
2. Inflammation, consisting of swelling of the injured area as a defense against environmental aggression and

pathogens.
3. Proliferation is the stage where the collagen granules are formed, leading to the formation of the capillaries and

oriented fibers.
4. Consolidation is the last stage of the biochemical process of wound healing, where the wound is finally sealed

and restored.

3. A pharmaceutical mixture and its enhanced potency for healing injuries. We should state beforehand that
we are not aimed at accomplishing a whole protocol for a formal validation of a pharmaceutical formulation, but just to
communicate an interesting finding concerning a product isolated and purified from an indigenous Peruvian plant.

Thus, the case study presented here involves the formulation of a product after choosing and isolating seven species
out of the 37 identified by GC-MS analysis. These species represent the active pharmaceutical ingredient (API). These
ingredients will be called A, B, C, D, E, F, G for reasons of confidentiality. These compounds are mixed with an excipient
in a suitable proportion, also kept as a secrecy.

4. Injury treating procedure. Clean the injured area with distilled water and neatly pour the healing agent directly
on the lesion. What follows is the immediate stop of bleeding and the formation of blood clots that then form a kind of
seal of dry clots on the surface of the lesion. Subsequently, the surrounding area of the lesion is also covered with the
IH-agent. From that moment on, the operation to cover the surrounding area is repeated every 6 hours until 5 or 6 days
when the external dry cloth is dropped. Then, the IJ agent is used every 12 hours until the injury has been completely
overcome.

5. Apparent molecular mechanism to approach the rate of the injury healing process. Despite the complexity
of the biochemical process of healing, we are aimed at approaching the process from a rather simplified stand point of
view, thus we postulate the idea of an intensive and highly dynamic interaction between the injured surface (both dermis
and epidermis) and the active principles of the product formulated. Further we consider that the product may have a bio
catalytic effect and gets absorbed easily by the cells therefore it facilitates the speed of healing process.

5.1. Assumptions. Lets state some fundamental assumptions:
1. The injured patient is a healthy person, whether young or old.
2. The injury does not compromise any vital organ of the injured person.
3. There is a strong electrostatic attraction between the injured area and the active ingredients of the formulated

product.
4. The active principles interact with the injured surface cooperatively, so that some of them are prophylactic,

others have antiseptic properties and some others are simply vectored carriers of the true active ingredients.
5. The bio active principles contained in the product catalyze the generation of granules to heal the injury.
6. In addition, the active principles promote the generation of connectives for the formation of capillaries and

specialized cells.
7. Through some biochemical mechanism the active principles of the product are integrated to the cellular structure

during the cell restoration without generating any secondary effects.
8. The active principles of the product act as smart molecules and prevent the formation of abnormal keloids post

healing.
9. The injured surface versus healing product resembles a bi molecular solid-liquid heterogeneous reaction, whose

apparent stoichiometry may be approached by a by molecular scheme, That is: A2 +B2 → C.
10. Despite the assumption (9) is true, once the process begins, it switches instantaneously into a pseudo homoge-

nous behavior at the gel interphase in order to facilitate the interaction among the cells concerned in the healing
process.
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5.2. Pseudo molecular mechanism to approach the understanding of the healing process. Following the state-
ment delivered above, we propose the following pseudo molecular mechanism.

A2
k1−−−−−−→ 2A∗ hemostasis

B2
k2−−−−−−→ 2B∗ activation

A∗ +B∗ k3−−−−−−→ AB∗ inflammation

AB∗ +B∗ k4−−−−−−→ ABB∗ proliferation

ABB∗ +B∗ k5−−−−−−→ ABBB∗ proliferation

ABBB∗ +B∗ k6−−−−−−→ C maturation

Where:

A2 : potential activity of injured area
B2 : potential activity of the healing product
A∗ : activity of injured area
B∗ : activity of the healing product

AB∗ : activated interaction during inflammation stage
ABB∗ : activated interaction during proliferation stage

ABBB∗ : activated interaction during maturation stage
C : restored tissue

5.3. Formulation of the model. Applying molecular reaction consideration to the above-described mechanism,
we have:

2
d[A∗]

dt
=

d[A2]

dt

The rate equations for the process of injury healing may be stated as follows.

d[A∗]

dt
= 2k1[A2]− k3[A

∗][B∗]

d[B∗]

dt
= 2k2[B2]− k3[A

∗][B∗]− k4[AB∗][B∗]− k5[ABB∗][B∗]

d[AB∗]

dt
= k3[A

∗][B∗]− k4[AB∗][B∗]

d[ABB∗]

dt
= k4[AB∗][B∗]− k5[ABB∗][B∗]

d[ABBB∗]

dt
= k5[ABB∗][B∗]− k6[AB∗][ABBB∗]

Assuming that the injured tissue and the molecules of the healing product behave as reacting molecules, we may
apply the Transition State Theory to the healing process overall. Then the differential equations converts into algebraic.
In fact we may solve them applying conventional elimination method. Thus, we end up with the following relationship
in order to account for the rate of healing.

d[A2]

dt
=

(
1

k5 + k6

)
(k1k6[A2]− k2k5[B2])

In a simplified form:

d[A2]

dt
= K1[A2]−K2[B2]
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5.4. Simulation procedure. The series of six differential equations of initial conditions derived in order to account
for the injury healing process, have been solved using Matlab assuming some apparent values for the initial conditions
as well as for the values of the kinetic constants for the healing process.

Numerical solution:

The numerical solution is carried out in Matlab.

Changing variables:

[A∗] = y1

[B∗] = y2

[AB∗] = y3

[ABB∗] = y4

[ABBB∗] = y5

[A2] = y6

[B2] = y7

The system of non linear equations are:

dy1
dt

= 2k1y6 − k3y1y2

dy2
dt

=
2k1
k5

(4k5 + 5k6)y6 −
k3
k5

(5k5 + 4k6)y1y2 − k4y3y2 − k5y4y2

dy3
dt

= k3y1y2 − k4y2y3

dy4
dt

= k4y2y3 − k5y2y4

dy5
dt

= k5y2y4 − k6y5

dy6
dt

= −4k1y6 + 2k3y1y2

The assumed initial conditions are:

y1(0) = y10 = 1

y2(0) = y20 = 1

y3(0) = y30 = 0

y4(0) = y40 = 0

y5(0) = y50 = 0

y6(0) = y60 = 1

The parameters are:

k1 = 0.1

k2 = 0.1

k3 = 0.1

k4 = 0.1

k5 = 0.1

k6 = 0.1

Time interval = [0, 120]

The solution of the system of initial value ordinary differential equations are carried out in Matlab and the result is
presented graphically inf Fig. 1.
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FIGURE 5.1. Numerical solution of the injury healing process.

FIGURE 5.2. Phase diagram.
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6. Empirical experience. Here we will show a Case Study, where the patient got an accidental injury after falling
down and heating his forehead on an iron devise which was part of the central heating device put in a wrong place. The
accident happened at around 3 AM. and he was alone experiencing a home accident which is related here. At that very
moment, desperate because of the hemorrhage, the patient used the above-mentioned product, since he had no other
appropriate product at hands.

7. Some comments on the model of healing rate of injuries. The mathematical model found applying simplify-
ing assumptions stated earlier, sheds some light to the understanding of the rate of the healing process, which appears to
be highly influenced by the activity and size of the injury itself as well as the activity of the healing agent. In fact, we
may appreciate that injury and the injury-healing agent go in opposite directions, which sounds logical to start with.

On the other hand, even though we need to treat and to document many more cases for a right statistical validation
on the effectiveness of the product, the unquestionable evidence of the photographical evidence stands alone speaking
for itself that this is an unprecedented finding.

8. Discusion of results. The clear message of the simulated injury healing process is the fact that both, the ISA
activity (y6) and the activity of the API (y7) are the key factors concerning the injury healing process. In fact both
profiles describe sigmoidal shape going up to a final stage where the healing process gets consolidated.

Another important detail is that the intermediate stages describe a waved profile going downwards at the intial stage.

9. Concluding remarks.
1. In this work we have been able to formulate the mathematical model for the injury healing process based on

some simplifying assumptions concerning the four stages in which the healing process have been divided by
the specialists, that is to say physicians.

2. The mathematical model has been simulated with Mathlab packeage and the apparent profiles of the healing
process stages are shown in this contribution by first time.

3. The kinetic model generated under the simplifying assumption stated in this work, would be helpful for further
studies on this subject, after implementing an appropriate experimental design for data collection.

4. The model formulated in this work to account for the injury healing process looks adequate and is the first step
to go into more deeper analysis in future Works.

5. The simulation described above indicates the correctness of the model formulated in this study.
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